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Abstract: Despite the claimed worth and huge interest regarding the increasing volumes of complex data sets and the rewarding promise to improve research, there is, however, a growing concern regarding data privacy that affects both qualitative and quantitative higher education research. Within the contemporary debates on the impact of Big Data on the nature of higher education research and the effective ways to harmonize Big Data practice with privacy restrictions and regulations, this study sets out to qualitatively examine current issues regarding data privacy, anonymity, informed consent and confidentiality in data-centric higher education research, with a focus on the data collector, data subject and data user. We argue that within current regulations, data protection of research subjects concerns more data collection and disclosure and insufficiently describes use, having procedural implications for both the complex nature of higher education (HE) research and the type of research data being collected. We work our argument through an examination of several factors that call for a reconsideration of data privacy and access to private information in HE research. The conclusions indicate that Big Data-centric HE research is increasingly becoming a mainstream research paradigm which needs to address critical data privacy issues before being widely embraced.
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1. Introduction

The 21st century society is driven by massive investments in data collection, storage and distribution and scientific knowledge is ever more deeply digitized into large datasets of information known as “Big Data”. An entire new research field—that of data science has emerged and, along with it, the traditional paradigm of data collection has changed, making way for an abundance of readily usable data that not only creates a data-driven observational world for researchers but also allows them to conduct research and scientific experiments that are exclusively based on data collection, curation and storage. However, the Big Data potential comes with a price, as it poses serious challenges both to personal privacy and the instruments/tools and methods that can be used to protect it. Such challenges have been emerging because technologies are capable of collecting so much data and processing them so effectively (by means of data mining and a wide array of analytics) that it has recently become clear that not only privacy can hardly be protected by means of traditional technologies but also that the policies issued to protect privacy need to reconsider more closely what is (and hence is not) technologically feasible to protect. Within such currently intense debates [1,2], the related privacy and security concerns have been clarified [3]; while information privacy represents the benefit to exert control over how personal information is collected and used, information security describes the practice of protecting information through the use of technology. Various challenges concerning Big Data
privacy have already been addressed, especially within new frameworks for privacy conformity in ETL areas (Extract, Transform and Load) [4–6], data generation (falsifying data and access restriction) and data storage (in scalable storage infrastructures) stages. Nonetheless, less uniform procedures have proven to be applicable in what concerns Big Data privacy in data processing, particularly in what concerns safeguarding information from unsolicited disclosure and extracting useful information without breaching subjects’ privacy. These aspects will form the basis of our approach with regard to higher education research.

Without any doubt, the use of Big Data in higher education (HE) research contributes to the improvement of teaching and learning processes, to making progress assessments of individuals and education systems, and to optimizing decision-making and education governance. HE research has therefore changed, partly because researchers now rely on data that are “easily found” not “created” and partly because the pressure is increasingly now on weighing, interpreting and using data-evidence in order to contribute critical research to the body of progressive scientific knowledge of the field. This brings about a normative construction of skepticism among both researchers and subjects alike, and a growing tension emerging from ensuring privacy, confidentiality and anonymity in particularly Big Data-based HE research. While HE research is generally grounded on an acceptance of empirical and theory-based information as a public good, the use of such data to attain the potential for societal welfare must be nonetheless appropriately regulated so as to protect research participants from related individual and social harms. This calls for an examination of not only how technological advances as well as research in the Big Data era have complicated both data privacy and data access but also how human and social action in HE research can remain a pooled resource for improving scientific advancement. On the other hand, the consent of student research subjects to being objectified, tracked, measured, analyzed and indexed as well as profiled for educational and social purposes operates, we argue, within a still lax framework of current policies and regulations that serves the interested gaze of institutions and researchers rather than the privacy and interests of participating subjects [7]. In so doing, further threats are posed by potentially manipulative core elements of group and individual contexts retrievable from BigData analytics, by the increasingly stable positioning of data users as Big Brother observers, and not to a lesser extent, by the danger of commodifying observed individuals into clusters of predictable behavioral traits to be instrumentalized according to end-user purposes and interests.

This article is a position paper that proposes a qualitative study that uses a descriptive method based on content analysis to examine the ethical implications of data privacy and the related implications of anonymity, consent and confidentiality issues for data-centric HE research emerging within the framework of current policies and regulations. It is beside the scope of this study to provide a comprehensive account of the present-day controversy around data privacy—it would be downright unrealistic to do so—however, several core and relevant data privacy issues will be discussed as emerging from the perspective provided by the data collector-subject-user relationship in HE research explored within the framework of current European policies and regulations. The argument that we extend is that while data protection is mostly restricted in what concerns data collection and disclosure, it is nonetheless more lax in what regards data (re)use, having implications for data operability in HE research.

The study is divided into the following sections. The Section 1 provides an introductory overview of Big Data and Section 2 reviews Big Data in HE research relative to such notions as anonymity, confidentiality and informed consent. Section 3 sets data privacy against a more recently regulatory European framework of data protection discussing several factors that call for a reconsideration of data privacy and access to private information in HE research. The last part of the study presents the conclusions and the implications for Big Data-centric HE research.
2. Big Data in HE Research

Big Data is supporting data for new data-intensive research and involves a dynamic growth of data that spans a variety of computational and social areas from finance to medicine, from marketing to climate science, from urban planning to health and security. It goes well beyond mere data generation, increasingly being not only a mode of acquiring knowledge through data but also an equally strong belief in the informative value of fine-grained structures, features and patterns inductively retrieved from observed massive datasets [8,9]. Big Data is generally conceptualized along structural and functional dimensions [10] and is supported by science information technology and statistics which operate as critical enablers of this newly emerging research paradigm. While the structural dimension describes Big Data features such as volume, velocity and variety [11], value and verification [12], flexibility [13], data source generation by social media applications, mobile devices and networks [14,15], a more functional approach to Big Data includes not only the related techniques and specific working instruments but also the utilization of innovative technologies designed to retrieve, collect, store, disseminate, manage and parse heterogeneous and large datasets [16,17].

Due to Big Data, traditional function-based static systems such as transport, energy and education have now become more dynamic data-driven and data-assisted networks that require complex analysis techniques seeking to identify relational and semantic interpretations of the phenomena underlying the data. Such is the case of HE which has routinely collected, analyzed and used student data (for example, data analytics regarding learning environments, management processes, retrieved from social media and/or from teaching and learning management systems) for a large number of purposes, including marketing, instructional design, student support, enrolment planning, operational resource allocation and institutional reporting. Such an availability of huge amounts of data compiled in institutional databases makes HE research an increasing data-intensive field that allows for the use of tools, techniques and processes from data science [18,19]. With such tremendous educational data available, HE researchers can now better examine subgroups within a wide diversity of populations [20], teachers can use visualization techniques [21], students can benefit from better designed learning trajectories [22], while universities can address their own institutional challenges [23,24]. Big Data in HE education can be used to support teaching, learning and administration albeit digital artifacts can generate data that may effectively intertwine with other categories [25,26]. Teaching and learning activities are generally analyzed by means of data analytics collected from more flexible, technology-enabled online learning platforms (MOOCs, Coursera, FutureLearn, Knewton Platform or Dreambox Learning, etc.), Open Universities learning management systems (Moodle, Blackboard, etc.) or user-generated data from social media, social networks, crowd-sourcing (Edmodo, ResearchGate, Academia.edu, Viki, etc.) and labor analytics (Jobseekers, Island recruiting, etc.). In turn, academic and management processes are particularly informed by data analytics retrieved from various data-dashboards that make available comparable international data to researchers, institutional managers, education providers and other stakeholders (GESIS, Eurostat, OECD Education GPS18, UNESCO databases, student tracking surveys, to name only a few). All these educational data analytics have emerged as learning analytics [27–29], academic analytics [30–32], research analytics and labor market analytics which contribute to the improvement of teaching and learning [33,34], form the basis for the redesign of new and competitive models of HE education, enhance organizational management and serve as a foundation for systemic change.

Big Data-based HE research is also increasingly reflective of the researcher’s concern about the “what” at the expense of the “how” and “why” research questions that lie at the core of traditional education and social science (ESS) research [28]. Identifying causes rather than merely describing issues can better inform the successful design of optimal strategies to achieve desirable educational outcomes, albeit arguments in favor of correlational analyses that are apt to generate effective interventions even in the absence of causality have been more recently advanced [35]. Methodology-wise, Big Data HE research continues all methodology traditions, encompassing quantitative research defined by positivist epistemology, qualitative methods characterized by interpretivism and the overarching...
epistemology of pragmatism that characterizes the mixed methods in ESS research [36]. It embraces new forms of empiricism that go beyond the quantitative and qualitative traditions being shaped by dynamic data-changing contexts [37], findings and interactions [16,38]. Such a complex nature and huge potential of Big Data is increasingly making Big Data a mainstream paradigm in HE research which is both promising and challenging alike. However, the old ways of addressing research data undermine contemporary researchers’ ability to maximize the qualities that make Big Data so appealing, not least in relation to the critical data privacy issues that will be discussed within the next sections.

2.1. Ethical Issues of Privacy

The ethical issues related to privacy, confidentiality and anonymity in using Big Data in HE are similar to those that apply to all ESS research, having emerged along with the relatively swift change of the research paradigm from old traditional research to more recent Big Data research. Recent studies have analyzed this transition and have captured the technical bottlenecks for Big Data institutional integration, comparison and usage, leading to rising concerns regarding both individual and institutional protection through authentication and security protocols [39]. Arguably, open data and Big Data brokers in HE seek to maintain neutral data collection and curation practices while representations of objects and subjects of study are generally warranted to serve effectively as data from which information can be meaningfully retrieved. However, the often unsafe haven of personal data repositories containing students’ individual data that are commonly cross-matched with other end-user attributes and/or data correlations have inevitably increased the risks and liabilities of the HE data ecosystems to an extent that the latter exceeds the golden promised HE research returns. At the same time, much data remains, more often than not, fragmented and silo-stored whereas an increasing number of data brokers and private companies are beginning to curate HE education specific data and aggregate it into more meaningful ‘analytics tools’ that can be provided, and may be sold back, to third-parties or other education stakeholders. This poses another danger caused by which type of end-user of data-built products and services (organization, stakeholder, institution, etc.) is morally and legally entitled to reap the benefits from products and services derived from the use of student personal data, all the more so as the fast pace of commercialization of personal data is increasingly undermining subjects’ trust and confidence while multiplying end-users’ benefits, interests and fortunes. The process, outside careful control, may trigger serious threats to student safety and security as well as jeopardize the large utility of Big Data as appropriate consent decisions from subjects are mostly, if not always, treated collectively and not individually. Consequently, two conflicting views need reconciling within the argument of this paper: On the one hand, there is a huge potential in the completely new generated classes of information of Big Data to benefit HE and contribute critically to the public good; on the other, such a potential must be harnessed and placed in agreement with mechanisms of data access, privacy and ownership. In other words, while regulatory standards and financial incentives should be provided to attract owners into sharing data, individuals’ interests and the society at large are equally to be served. This calls for a reconsideration of data information flows within current regulations across the whole spectrum that includes data acquisition and modes of aggregation to data usage and transmission across multiple HE entities. Specialized literature abounds in recent studies that seek to determine not only the extent to which privacy and Big Data are incompatible but also whether reconfigured choices can adequately meet the contemporary need for additional enforced constraints.

2.2. Anonymity, Confidentiality and Privacy

The emerging worrisome aspects of the fast-paced development of Big Data applications call for a new understanding of anonymity, confidentiality and informed consent. In HE research “anonymization is a methodological axiom” (p. 547) whereas confidentiality is a norm, both being central to ethical ESS research practice [40]. In general, privacy is determined by confidentiality and anonymity and it refers to the capacity to share knowledge about an individual selectively, though not publicly. While confidentiality defines a more or less explicit researcher-participant agreement on the
basis of which no traceable record of the participant’s data is to be disclosed, maintaining authorized limitations on information access and disclosure—anonymity, on the other hand, “obliterates the link between data and a specific person not so much to protect privacy but, in a sense, to bypass it entirely” [10] (p. 49). The nature of the social contract between higher education institutions (HEIs) and students has, in many ways, thus irrevocably changed [20,41], however, it is still grounded on the assumption that the collection, assessment and application of student data are done in the best interest of the student. In a research context, subjects (be they students, research participants, individuals, teachers, administration personnel, etc.) are therefore assured by researchers that data collected from them remain untraceable, either by employing pseudonyms (tokenization) for individuals and locations or by altering reported features of participants (including gender, age group, occupation, etc.). However, in practice, the specifics of education and social science (ESS) qualitative research may slightly complicate this process, the most commonly identified issues being those regarding anonymization in variable-sized educational communities, isolated geographical locations, and anonymization relative to intended research duration, audience variety, etc. In addition, anonymization of individuals is increasingly dependent on the researcher’s complex decision of treating differently those who desire to be identified, on the one hand, and those who prefer to remain anonymous, on the other. Along this line, (p. 417) argue that “anonymization of the location of the research may prove more or less practical or impractical—depending on its distinctiveness—and more or less desirable, depending on its importance in providing the social context of the analysis that is being developed” [42]. Anonymity is also problematic with regard to long-term engagement with groups of subjects who know each other [43], in small educational communities, and as a particular issue in ethnographic work in HE or short-term observational research [44,45]. Boosted by the upsurge of Big Data, anonymity and informed consent have emerged as panaceas designed to counteract the troubling issues posed by the wide range of emerging applications of Big Data; thus “anonymization seems to take data outside the scope of privacy, as it no longer maps onto identifiable subjects, while allowing information subjects to give or withhold consent maps onto the dominant conception of privacy as control over information about oneself” [10] (p. 45). On the other hand, informed consent requires an even more careful approach in what concerns data management and data disclosure matters. The literature swirls around demonstrations of how anonymity fails to be provided when individual records and data sets contain more information than needed (such as location, vanity information, etc.) and when malevolent interests are at stake. Linkage and differencing attacks as well as re-identification mechanisms have been counteracted by a wide variety of approaches (such as K-anonymity, synthetic data and differential privacy) that are designed by data controllers to remove the threats for subject identification and make them hence unreachable [46]. In many different, yet converging ways, such responses to the challenges addressed by confidentiality and anonymity bespeak the centrality of privacy whose instrumental value lies in the complex modes of information flows. Privacy is critical, in particular because it is inherent in the values of confidentiality and anonymity and because it addresses a set of complex ethical issues in Big Data-centric research. Nonetheless, the interests of individual privacy and data confidentiality should be balanced against the social benefits of HE research access and use. This brings about a two-fold perspective on privacy on the basis of which researchers can not only manage privacy on behalf of individuals but also should profess a ‘radical honesty’ by acknowledging difficulties with true de-identification of research participants [47]. According to Nissenbaum (2011) [48], informed consent should be thus inclusive of information concerning the nature of harm acknowledged across process and over time, an understanding of the risk of privacy breaches as well as an optimal appraisal of privacy within the Big Data contextual conditions. However, students may evaluate their own privacy in quite different ways, ranging from trusting incomplete or excessive information to using heuristics that serve a wide array of personal interests and may standardize deflections from sound decision-making. This makes informed consent a complex freedom of choice that operates within a clear understanding of what that choice entails. This is to say that, with so much interconnected data, it is possible not only for a subject to release information about another subject, without that
person knowing that their own data are being retrieved but also for a small group of individuals to volunteer information about themselves that serves as data characterizing larger groups of students. Along these lines, the challenge to the HE research community remains to balance the autonomy in informed consent and research utility with the risk of providing access and to engage in collaborative reuse of data.

3. Privacy, HE Research and the New European Perspective

The development of cloud storage, high-speed data networks and fast development of data processing mechanisms has spurred the establishment of a harmonized legal instrument that would overrule all national legislations [49]. The European Union’s General Data Protection Regulation (hereafter abbreviated as GDPR) entered into force on 25 May 2018, as a substitute of the old legal framework dating back to 1995. In contrast to the United States legal framework that pursues a more sectoral regulation (health privacy, children’s privacy, etc.), the European GDPR approach applies an overarching perspective within a broad definition of processing personal data, public/private actors and operations, and introduces new compliance obligations and a set of high sanctions associated with them.

Under GDPR, personal data processing involves a wide range of operations, from data collection to data erasure, which include retrieval, storage, transmission and use. The laid-out principles that govern personal data analysis require that Data Controllers and Data Processors operate fairly, transparently and legally, using data exclusively for the purposes for which it was collected and deleting it when no longer necessary. The data subject is therefore entitled to access, modify, delete their personal data and provide discretionary consent to its use. Central to the new GDPR is the core view that individuals must authorize approval for their personal information to be processed. This involves a number of consequences for research, stemming, on the one hand, from the apparently conflicting objectives within Europe to facilitate the information flow across the European Research Area via cross-border access, and on the other, from making such flow of personal data comply with the legal stipulations concerning the fundamental rights to privacy and to personal data protection. The introduction of the derogation in Article 89 of GDPR, which allows for a general personal data use by exempting research from the consent obligation, raises justified concerns regarding its real applicability for research purposes [50,51]. While the GDPR admits the necessity to foster various research types (such as scientific, statistical, historical research), it does not, however, provide a full definition of what represents scientific research, being unclear when stating that “the processing of personal data for scientific research purposes should be interpreted in a broad manner including for example technological development and demonstration, fundamental research, applied research and privately funded research” (GDPR: Recital 33, our emphasis). Furthermore, associated concerns regarding this derogation facilitate a loop that permits personal data processing in such ways which, albeit lawful, could not only cause harm to subjects [49] but also benefit end-users whose purposes may not be exclusively research-oriented. A closer look at HE research and the ways in which Big Data and the new regulations impact the nature of HE research will reveal five core identifiable and problematic issues along the Big Data collector-subject-user cline which call, we hold, for a revision of privacy and its procedural technicalities in HE research projects.

1. Firstly, the lack of GDPR explicitness regarding data property neutralizes the relationship between data-owner and data user. In more specific terms, there is no clear indication about who owns the new research data, whether it is the information subject (the student, teacher), the data custodian (the data collecting HE institution), the researcher (the added-value contributor to research), the society at large, or simply the ultimate data buyer (a HE stakeholder or any third party purchasing an interest in the data). Such lack of clarity additionally stems from the fact that some regulations treat data as information whereas others treat it as property, which complicates matters and poses data management risks arising from the everlasting nature of digital data.
2. Secondly, there is a conflicting nature between the general provision of lawful data collection practices, scope limitation and personal data minimization on the one hand and the exemption for scientific research on the other. In other words, while other sectors of research (such as biomedical, health research) are more restricted in ensuring good data governance and rigorous data-centric security controls over how they obtain, store, process and analyze data—in HE research, the specific ethical issues are not tackled through the GDPR as the EU has no conferred competency to harmonize legislations in this field. Hence, the restrictive content of the controversial Article 89 that specifies rules that must be harmonized with the national or EU laws shows that the EU has merely a support competency leaving room for national legislations to be enforced. However, how far and how well can these safeguards capture all the mechanisms for personal data processing in HEIs and Big Data HE research? How is the tension between the public nature of HE research and the corporate stakeholders alleviated when dealing with sectorial Codes of Conduct, binding private stakeholder rule sand data protection seals? The implications of such safeguards and tools for the HE research communities that seek data protection standardization while maximizing data sharing advantages operate both within HEIs and between third parties (public or private) and HEIs. For example, in the case of a research making use of labor market analytics that may help universities identify jobs for their graduates and which may inform institutional/national/regional graduate tracking studies, the privacy protocols regarding the Big Data that are mined from millions of advertised jobs as well as the management of graduates’ CVs must be harmonized across the multiple entities that use and process that data. Furthermore, the data subjects’ interests must be weighed against those of third parties’ Data Controllers that must ensure data protection and privacy. Thus, while consent may look, within a university, like an attractive legal research protocol due to its ease of application, with third parties’ (public and private) or corporate stakeholders’ consent, it may be considered to be a more optional legal obligation, which means that it can be removed at any time by the participating data subject. This mismatch of visions, protocols and unstandardized approaches are likely to stall the research process, complicate collaboration and hinder data use and data portability.

3. A third critical aspect concerns the type of consent in HE research albeit the GDPR defines and sets clear provisions for pseudonymization, encryption, informed consent and anonymized data. The broad nature of consent and the GDPR provision, according to which, under certain provisions, “data subjects should have the opportunity to give their consent only to certain areas of research or parts of research projects” (Recital 33 GDPR, our emphasis), are indicative of a problematic issue for the data collector-subject-user relationship that we explore within this study. A large-scale Big Data project, for example, examining a number of educational communities of students and professors alike in which anonymization of research subjects has been made, names of data subjects have been removed and informed consent has been obtained, is likely to contain pictures of buildings, streets and open spaces besides research data per se. The broad consent, may cover here, areas regarding both subjects’ personal data and their use for different project sections/areas. However, there is an unclear area concerning the consent regarding pictures. The difficulty in handling the pictures lawfully would allow for identification of both research-included students and out-of-survey pooled individuals in identifiable settings. Additionally, in HE research informed by social media analytics, data processing and student personal data are manageable under the provisions of a consent that is exclusively restricted to researchers (data collector) and participating subjects and not to data users (any third party, HEI or stakeholder) and/or data portability. Extending this critical issue, since Big Data analysis may lead to all sorts of discriminations, stereotype perpetuation, life-choice limitation, judgments, harassment, etc., the consent should be descriptive of the individual’s agreement to personal data processing, the scope of all activities agreed therein as well as, most importantly, the expectations that are likely to be violated if the subject agrees to provide personal data. That is, rather than describe what will be achieved via and during the actual research, the focus in a HE informed consent
should be unambiguously on the “what?”, “how?”, “for whom?” and “for what?” (research part) in the undertaken research.

4. Another important aspect is related to the fragmented nature of ethics in Big Data-based research and the uneven treatment of the data collector-subject-user relationship across the EU-28 HE systems. Sectorally, HE research is principled in ethical guidelines, codes of conduct, standards for ethical research practices, etc., and sets of criteria are defined for proper research conduct in order to maximize research quality and address research integrity. However, a single look at the EU28 National Codes of Ethics (NCE) shows that there is considerable variation, fragmentariness and diversity in approaches. While biomedical ethics is generally included in NCE, many countries have separate bioethics codes and activities carried out within separate national ethics councils for the life sciences. The European Code of Conduct for Research Integrity, published in its last 2017 version [52], has emerged as an attempt at unifying national approaches and visions, being relevant to both privately funded and public research (researchers, universities, funding institutions, academies, learned societies, publishers, etc.) despite its acknowledged limitations in use and applicability. Since not only social, economic political and technological factors but also changes altering the research environment are very likely to impact research regulating values and principles, the Code remains a living document that needs constant updating and harmonizing.

5. A fifth factor refers to data portability, use and data-sharing issues in HE Big Data research. The legitimate need and necessity (of stakeholders, HEIs, other entities, etc.) to ensure (and thereby gain from) research accessibility to personal data often clashes with national privacy laws and Eurostat policies [49], which is why cross-border data transfer brings about issues pertaining to effectiveness and lawfulness of use and reuse of data. As a result, more effective data management systems, such as FAIR—based on the four foundational principles of Findability, Accessibility, Interoperability, and Reusability—are in place and have been more recently instrumentalized for fields such as digital humanities [53]. Since the context of the ongoing debate and critical reflection regarding data-sharing and reuse of data is very complex and multifaceted, we will only refer to the more general data management plans for data generated in HE publicly funded experiments that aim at striking a balance between the public data openness and privacy protection. Two conflicting trends define the current data ecosystem in HE research: On the one hand, the emergence of a variety of large-scale data repositories that range from a university to global repositories such as Mendeley Data, DataHub, FigShare, EUDat and include multi-formatted available data types is apt to complicate privacy protection of research subjects due to lack of insufficient restrictions on the deposited data descriptors. On the other hand, data management in HE research, in line with Open Science and FAIR principles, fosters an increasingly swift transition from human-readable data to machine-readable data, which requires the “interpretive” judgment of HE researchers to be coupled with the scientific effort of data scientists. While the former is involved in data (re)use and the latter in data collection and curation, the participating subject’s position is somewhat unclear, being, at best, fragmented between a wide-scoped, multi-user and multi-staged research. For example, in projects dealing with large sets of Moodle- or Blackboard-generated data on student interactions, academic learning progression, etc., personal data protection falls with the learning management system (LMS) administrator. The researcher whose interest lies in assessing students’ choices, attitudes, learning environment or progress over a range of tasks and period of time may use the information for general analyses; however, if more in-depth examinations are targeted and data collected on stigmatized, or otherwise sensitive behaviors are of research interest, the responsibility for the informed consent and privacy of subjects involved will rest with the researcher as well. In this case, data privacy implicates protecting the individuals whereas confidentiality involves protecting the information, hence, a subject’s personal data while involving both remains arbitrary and largely project-determined. Additionally, the distinction between “the information a subject provides” (such as personal data or by creating a LMS
platform account) and “the information data users (researchers, third parties, administrators, etc.) get from their use of a subject’s data” underscores a policy and practices that any Google map user is likely to understand. Complications may arise when research is large-scale and multi-phased, when data is shared across multiple entities and when research involves large datasets of de-identified information whose amount of stripping in qualitative datasets may prove problematic for research data validation.

4. Conclusions

Ethics in privacy data management has moved from being a marginal issue in traditional HE research to one of the core concerns in Big Data HE research. In this paper, we have not only mapped the different challenges and applications of protective and responsible data privacy procedures in research, but also argued that the ethical dimension of Big Data-based research should seek to achieve a balance between research scope, utility and subjects’ privacy on the one hand and the benefits and risks of providing access and engage in collaborative use of data on the other. While such tension is reflective of the huge potential of Big Data in HE research that is both promising and challenging for researchers, it nonetheless entails a pressing necessity to understand the wide-ranging implications of Big Data use and operationalization for the future HE research agendas. Such a critical implication concerns data privacy that, we hold within the argument of this study, can be successfully ensured by optimal information stewardship, responsible data management and more protective data-centric security.
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